~ True Magic ~
(Part 2)

- “Charging Objects” In the first installment, it was brought forward that there truly IS no such thing as “magic” and the
only function we can serve in direct and kinetic manifestations of any sort is merely being POSITIONED correctly within the Universe to CONDUIT an action or chain of events to influence, or
direct a thing or change which is ALREADY in place, but only needs to have the right “key” used to
turn the “lock” so to speak....
“Charging” objects is a concept many have heard of, and/or are doing in order to use such an object
in this paradigm....
These are actually very dangerous waters here and many people become completely trapped and
drown for reasons we’ll explore here. They find themselves, as a result of misuse of this aspect, in
very real and very grave peril. This is a very complicated place where many trip and fall into an open
pit. There is an incredibly very fine line that exists between a proper walk of this sort, using objects
to facilitate manifestations and a perilous trap from which there is potentially no escape from. There
is a reason why this is so very delicate. In order to truly be proper in the usage of “things” directed
toward manifestations, what absolutely must be avoided at all costs, is becoming ensnared into thinking somehow it is an object that is the tool, and not the Spirit flowing through us. The problem that
cannot be ignored here is due to how to properly view this aspect of an “energetic” walk through this
life. If not mindful of what we are examining here, the impetuous nature of disrespecting these interrelated connections can lead the malintended into the trap of essentially “worshiping” a CREATURE,
rather than the CREATOR...
The simplest way to begin to understand what exactly this means is to begin by looking at crystals.
Introducing this concept with crystals is probably the best way to begin to illustrate this directly.
There are many light workers out there who use crystals in one way or another. As a general concept,
crystals are most excellent to use as “focal points” and many are very comfortable with them, but that
said, ANY “object” can be “energized” but there is only one correct way in which to view, or DARE
to undertake such a thing.....
The fallacy that lies before all who do this, is the very nature of the trap itself, as believing a crystal,
or any other object actually NEEDS any charge! The ENERGY, is ALREADY resident IN IT!
Probably the first and best way to convey this concept using crystals for the beginning is to consider
quartz. Quartz is a good starting point for most as it typically is also the first crystal many people
begin working with. In considering “charging” a crystal such as this, consider that even under the
extremely low current in watches, quartz has a NATURAL oscillation of 32,768 Hz and is well known
for its already incredibly accurate NATURAL energy, and its usage in many timepieces... The electrical field potential of people is ENORMOUS compared to a simple quartz watch. Actually the energy
field surrounding us and the current we are capable of being a conduit of, cannot possibly even be
measured, under the proper conditions and being in the proper "position" within ourselves.
For those who are already having a bit of a "Eureka" moment... YES! There IS a DIRECT correlation
between varying crystal frequencies associated with corresponding brain wave patterns and wavesets (Quartz falls into the "Gamma" brain wave set) and this becomes abundantly clear here for those
who are true “seekers” of Divine Knowledge and implementation of altering malformed realities into
Divine Order.
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The study of various crystals, frequency sets and brain wave patterns is very deep, but
incredibly powerful and certainly not for everyone. The simple fact that we’re looking at is that Creation ALONE leaves life force in EVERYTHING, so there simply is
no need to “charge” these crystals as they ALREADY HAVE a GIVEN frequency and
energetic charge....
Consider this as a simple, but clear parody to demonstrate what I mean here...
Probably anyone seeing someone waving their new quartz watch through some kind
of smoke, or over a candle, or chanting over it just might consider calling some of those
nice friends who typically wear white coats to come over and see if they can help...

Clearly, none of these kinds of activities are required...
This is not to say that offering verbal oblations regarding the situation that one wishes
to have the Universe intervene in most certainly has its proper place, the object ITSELF
is not something that one needs to alter to bring a manifestation, it merely acts as a link
in what may actually be a very complex chain, so to speak.
Just on its own, by itself, the spoken word alone is the single most powerful conduit,
but that is not what we are discussing here...
Any object can be used by one who may wish to serve as part of a functioning piece of
any chain and these are things which are only merely used as a “focal” point to the end
and that is all it is, and only that... The real truth is that the only variable in any petition (prayer, meditation, ideation, etc.) is the actual alignment (DISCIPLINE) of the petitioner (practitioner) and there simply is NO other pivot point! It all lies merely within
the individual doing whatever “work” it is that they are in the midst of..
All of Creation has life to it, albeit a life we may not be able to viscerally determine
through the “normal” five senses. It is the precision with which one has their OWN
inherent development to interact with and become part of an already natural “array”
of sequences, or links in the chain to augment any given manifestation.
This “alignment” is already THERE... One merely only has to hold their OWN end in
being the part required to complete the circuit, so to speak. Yes, the individual is the
key, the finer the key is “tuned” the more complex locks it can be used to open...
Thus, the trap is exposed and lying naked before us. It is when we think that the OBJECT is the catalyst, that we fall into very real and perilous jeopardy of worshiping a
“creature” and NOT the Creator...
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